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Objectives
• analyse the structures of cyber crime
networks, their economies and criminal
revenue streams that support these networks;
• develop perpetrator and victim “journey
maps”.

“Journey mapping”
• identify the cyber criminals’ modus operandi,
or how they operate within a crime cycle from
preparation to monetization and exit.
• provide a sense of the processes and practices
through which cyber crime occurs, including
both technological and organisational
pathways.

Methodology
• Literature review
• Expert interviews
• Crime scripting
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Cyber crime cycle
• Preparation (recce, prepare attack vector, …)
• Execution (establish foothold, move laterally,
maintain presence, escalate privilegies, conduct
multiple crimes, …)
• Monetization (real money, cybercurrency, trade,
mules, …)
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PREPARATION

General crime cycle
Pre-attack: initial
decision to attack

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce?)

Acquire
Outsource

Attack plan/
execution

Decide desired endstate; minimum
acceptable goals,
exit strategy;
monetization

Final desicion to
attack

Own means and
abilities

Own means and
abilities
Attack method

EXECUTION

Targeted recce (incl
port scans etc):
Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Google,
media, etc

Identify potential
victim, potential
risks, potential
rewards

Seller/ dealbreaker/ broker

Gain access:
- Malware
- Drive-by downloads
- User actions
- Elevate privileges (opt)
- Lateral movement (opt)
- Access to required
resources

developer

programmer

Service provider

DDOS/ similar to bring down/
deface/ damage on target network
Enter/
interface with
target system
Access to system, further actions
(crime-nature-dependent)

MONETIZATION

Extortion: Victim
pays
Monetization

(criminal) customer
pays for ordered
services or goods
Selling (access to)
victim resources

Real money
Cybercurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

mules

Personal gain
(money, goods,
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ACTION/ NON-ACTION

VECTOR

General victim journey
Spam

DDoS

Defaced
Website

Removable
media

Malware

Regular use of IT:

Device or system:

Use of e-mail
Web-browsing
Use of Removable
media
etc.

Not patched
Not updated
Unsupported
Mismanagement

Direct entry
to system

VICTIM AFFECTED BY CRIMINAL ACT

DAMAGES

Loss of data

Unaccessible
data/ devices
Encryption of
data/ devices

Hijacked
accounts
Identity theft

Data/ IP
unavailable
Direct financial
losses

Loss of Intellectual
Property
Damage to
reputation

DETECTION

Zero-days

REPORTING?

Abuse of
resources
Abuse of
computing power

Journeys mapped
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building a botnet
Extortion (ransomware)
Espionage (APT/ APA)
Malware development/ 0-day exploit
development
VoIP attacks
Cryptocurrency mining
Crypto cracking/ DRM cracking
Click fraud

Building a botnet
General recce:
Research, identification
and selection of targets.
Research target
vulnerabilities.

PREPARATION

RECCE

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Develop Exploit

Deliver

Target an application or operating system
vulnerability, could also exploit
users or leverage an operating system feature
that auto-executes code.

Transmission of the
exploit to targeted
environment. Can be
e-mail attachments,
websites or
removable media.

Use/ Rent/
Sell botnet

Install

(criminal) customer
pays for ordered
services or goods

Selling (access to)
victim resources

RAT or backdoor on
the victim system
allowing the
criminal to maintain
persistence inside
the environment.

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

Targeted recce (incl port
scans etc): Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn,
Google, media, etc

Weaponise

Commence building

Coupling RAT with an exploit
into a deliverable payload by
means of an automated tool.
Weaponised deliverable can be
PDF or MS document, link to
website.

Establish Command
and Control channel

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

Fine-tuning

mules

Upload additional
software for additional
purposes
Configuring botnet
Monitoring botnet

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

Extortion (ransomware)
Pre-attack: initial
decision to attack

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Develop exploit

Deliver exploit

Demand
money/
cryptocurrency
(ransom)

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce, target
Identification?)

Create
spearphishing email and
infected file/
website

Targeted recce (incl
port scans etc):
Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Google,
media, etc

Final desicion to
attack

Own means and
abilities

Seller/ dealbreaker/ broker

Acquire

developer

programmer
Service provider

Outsource

Transmit exploit to
targeted
environment (email attachments,
websites or
removable media).

Victim pays

Identify potential
victim, potential
risks, potential
rewards. Gather
information/ Look
for vulnerabilities

Gain access:
- Malware
- User actions
- Elevate privileges (opt)
- Lateral movement (opt)
- Access to required
resources

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

Enter/
interface with
target system

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

Access to
system,
exfiltrate data

mules

„Notify“ victim

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

Espionage (APT/ APA)
Pre-attack: initial
decision to attack

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Develop exploit

Deliver exploit

Receive
payment

Identify potential
victim, potential
risks, potential
rewards. Gather
information/ Look
for vulnerabilities

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce, target
Identification?)

Targets application or OS
vulnerability, exploit
users or leverage an OS
feature that autoexecutes code.

Transmit exploit to
targeted
environment (email attachments,
websites or
removable media).

(criminal) customer
pays for ordered
services or goods

Own means
Acquire

Weaponise
exploit

Outsource

Gain access:
- Malware
- User actions
- Elevate privileges
(opt)
- Lateral
movement (opt)
- Access to
required resources

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

- Surveillance
operations,
- Monitor sensitive
communications,
- Steal sensitive
information,
- Record audio, log
keystrokes, take
screenshots

Targeted recce (incl
port scans etc):
Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Google,
media, etc

Weaponise
exploit into a
deliverable
payload by
means of an
automated tool.

Enter/
interface with
target system

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

mules

Final desicion to
attack

Establish Command
and Control

Access to
system,
exfiltrate data

„Notify“
interested party

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

Malware development/ 0-day exploit development
„Market research“
(is it worth it, what
kind of malware is
needed?)

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Find 0-day
vulnerability

Deliver

What is available?
What is lacking?
What can I do?

Develop malware/
0-day exploit

Deliver malware to
target environment.
Can be e-mail
attachments,
websites or
removable media.

Selling 0-day
exploits
Monetization
Selling malware

-

Install

Identify potential
vulnerabilities,
potential risks,
potential rewards (of
developing set MW)

Malware
Drive-by downloads
User actions
Elevate privileges (opt)
Lateral movement (opt)

Install malware to
target system

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

-

Detailed research:
available malware,
OS vulnerabilities,
OS updates, security
software, etc.

Final desicion to
develop

Documents
Photos
OS
Web browsers
Websites

Gain
access to
required
resources

Enter/
interface with
target system

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

DDOS/ similar to bring down/
deface/ damage on target network

Access to system, use victim
resources

mules

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

Cryptocurrency mining
Initial decision to
mine

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce?)

Decide how to find
potentially available
computing power

Final desicion to
mine illegally

Own means and
abilities

Own means and
abilities
Attack method

Acquire

Service provider

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Outsource

Mining plan/
execution

Decide desired endstate; minimum
acceptable goals,
exit strategy

Enter/ interface
with target system
using malware or
break-in (brute
force)

Money laundering
„service“
Mining successful
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

Use computing
power of target
systems

Retain access to
system for other
crimes

mules
Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

Crypto cracking/ DRM cracking
Initial decision to
mine

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce?)

Decide how to find
potentially available
computing power

Final desicion to
mine illegally

Own means and
abilities

Own means and
abilities
Attack method

Acquire

Service provider

MONETIZATION

EXECUTION

Outsource

Mining plan/
execution

Decide desired endstate; minimum
acceptable goals,
exit strategy

Enter/ interface
with target system
using malware or
break-in (brute
force)

No monetization/
using results for
other crimes
Cracking
successful

Sell/ barter (results
or service) for other
(illegal) goods and
services

Use computing
power of target
systems

Retain access to
system for other
crimes

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

PREPARATION

VoIP attacks
Pre-attack: initial
decision to attack

„Market research“
(is it worth it,
general recce?)

Acquire
Outsource

Attack plan/
execution

Break into
machine/ phone/
VoIP stations
Break into several
VoIP networks

Final desicion to
attack

Own means and
abilities

Own means and
abilities
Attack method

EXECUTION

Targeted recce (incl
port scans etc):
Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Google,
media, etc

Identify potential
victim, potential
risks, potential
rewards

Seller/ dealbreaker/ broker

developer

Gain control over the
VoIP server and phones

programmer

Service provider

Perform:
- Voice phishing (vishing)
scams,
- Eavesdropping,
- Toll fraud,
- DoS attacks,
- SPIT (spam over internet
telephony),
- Caller ID spoofing,
- Calls between networks

MONETIZATION

Cost of phone calls
Monetization

Sale of phone services
Transmission costs
Channel usage costs

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

Money laundering
„service“

Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

mules

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)

Click fraud
General recce:
Research, identification
and selection of targets.
Research target
vulnerabilities.

PREPARATION

RECCE

Use/ Buy/
Rent botnet

Develop exploit
for click fraud

Own means
and abilities
Acquire

Attack user

PC, Wi-fi

Attack website

Infect website

Outsource

Targeted recce (incl port
scans etc): Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn,
Google, media, etc

Transmit exploit to
target (e-mail
attachments,
websites or
removable media).

Install
exploit

Establish
Command
and
Control
channel

Commence building

Gain
access to
required
resources

Write click
fraud
scripts

EXECUTION

website

Generate
clicks

Ad engine

Enlarged
revenues to
advertisers

MONETIZATION

DNS change

Use/ Rent/
Sell botnet
Sell clicks

(criminal) customer
pays for ordered
services or goods

Selling (access to)
victim resources

Real money
Cryptocurrency
Resellable money
equivalent
Goods/ Services

Money laundering
„service“
Buy/ barter for
other (illegal) goods
and services

mules

Personal gain
(money, goods,
services)
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